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ABSTRACT
Films in India has evolved over the years and with globalisation it has reached out to the world. The Bombay based film industry resonates throughout the world, in places where the Indian diaspora has settled and in places where normative speakers appreciate its unique choreography, music and other fantasies. India is one of the largest producers of films. Films here are produced in Hindi and many regional languages. With globalisation ushering technology, films are competing at international level, both in terms of quality as well as in terms of revenue accrual.
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The sheer vastness of the film public, points to the overwhelming presence of a vibrant film culture in India. Films in India has always testified to the powerful public presence of modernity. The Bombay based film industry resonates throughout the world, in place where the Indian diaspora has settled and choreography of music, melodrama, fantasy and spectacle. Much of popular cinema’s success can be attributed to what many in the industry refer to as ‘techno folk’ which combines folk traditions with new cinematic technology. Throughout its history, Indian culture has responded to local traditions, displaying a strong desire to maintain a distinctive form.

Film production started in India almost simultaneously with other film making countries, beginning in 1896. India for many years been the world’s largest film producing country with an output in several different languages. Mumbai is home to the most powerful section of the industry, producing films in the Hindi language. Popular cinema in India has survived the overwhelming tide of Hollywood’s world domination by addressing people’s experiences in inventive ways. Globalisation has spurred a rapid profusion of urban consumption, scores of satellite television channels and a new expanded music culture centered on the film industry. Global regime has affected the music, television, radio, print and film.

In 2001 the Government of India bestowed industry status on film production. The industry status made it eligible for film financing from bank and financial institutions. Various steps have been taken to encourage the exports of films. The revenue earned from export of film software has been exempted from income tax. International market has made it to compete internationally also export the latest technology as well as skills in all departments. The employment figures stood at over six million comprising workers, mostly contractual. India produces the maximum number of films globally. Films in India are not only produced in Hindi but in many other languages like Telgu, Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam, Bengali and many regional languages. Each year, on an average about thousand films are made in Hindi and other regional languages. Hindi films have captured and retained a very large market for nearly six decades. Mumbai is associated with the production of Hindi films, while Chennai and Hyderabad are centres for Tamil and Telugu films, respectively. $1 billion in 2003, $1.2 billion in 2003, $1.2 billion in 2003, $1.2 billion in 2005 and growing at an estimated rate of 18 percent per annum. The entertainment industry is estimated to be growing at not less than 15 percent annually, with the TV segment experiencing the steepest growth followed by films. Domestic films are the bulk of the revenue. Imported films are always from Hollywood, varying in number from seventy to seventy five in a year and earning not more than 5 to 6 percent of the total revenue. The size of the Indian market on account of sovereignty is very large and possibly the largest globally. Film projection in India is changing. There are thousands of single screen theatres and hundreds of multiplexes screens. Village and small towns moviegoers constitute a large group, however with multiplexes a divide has set in, separating the big towns from the rest, and also separating the youth from the older viewers. Can now be The release of a film could be slow and staggered across regions and towns, providing ample opportunities to the building up of star’s rating. However, the rating of a star can now be controlled with precision and effectiveness. Financing of movie
making in India has often remained separated from producing and making films. A typical production arranges for multiple type of resources. A producer or sometimes a fund arranger keeps himself informed on availability of resources as well as the respective qualities in each network of resources. Owners of such resources are in keen competition with each other to get into better and higher rewarding projects. The distribution circuit remains separated from production both in terms of organisation and ownership. There has been a remarkable rise in the global presence of films from Mumbai with improvements in distribution in recent and enormously in recent times. Shooting films in foreign locations has raised revenue earnings on tourism account of the host countries, provided employment to foreign technicians and opened up business opportunities for film laboratories abroad.

Indian cinema is a source of entertainment among all the classes. However there are lot of criticisms relating to its artistic depth. But with globalisation and international audience producers are taking risk and experimenting with new ideas. Cities of Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad, Pune and even Delhi have become centres of production houses. After independence, Indian films were mostly based on nationalism. In the 1950’s art cinema became prominent through the works of Satyajit Ray. His films were later sent to International film festival. Gradually with passing years one could see a mixture of art and commercial cinema being made. With Globalisation film producers, directors as well as audience too have seen the Indian cinema reach new heights. Non-resident Indians have become producers and directors also the Indian diaspora in Europe and America have widened the market of Indian cinema. Internationally films are guided strictly by copyright rules, but in India the industry has to face a major problem of piracy which causes a huge loss in revenue. Still with the use of latest technology India is trying its best to compete globally. The export earnings of Indian cinema has considerably increased in the last two decades, with major share coming from UK, USA, Middle East, Malaysia Singapore, Canada, Sri Lanka, where there are large number of non-resident Indians. After Independence Indian films were very popular in Soviet Union, especially Raj Kapoor films. These days dubbed Indian films have become popular in African and Caribbean countries too.

Indian cinema has to face a stiff competition from satellite channels. The popularity of serials on the various channels in Hindi as well as regional channels give a tough competition to the cinematic world. Television industry in India is itself very big and we have actors and actresses too making their foray in it either at production level or are themselves anchoring or participating as judges. We have an example of KBC being anchored by Amitabh Bachchan. However multiplexes are new attractions for urban areas, and cinema theatres are once again running to full capacities, when good films are released. With globalisation we have actors and actresses working in Hollywood films. A.R.Rahman in the music field, Irfan Khan, Deepika Padukone, Priyanka Chopra to name some, have debuted there. Also we have former Miss Universe and Miss world entering Indian cinema. More and more Indian films are entering film festivals. We have actors and actresses participating in these festivals world wide. Indian film awards are being held on foreign shores. The most striking development in the cinematic world after globalisation has been the rise of films on new subjects. Also women have started playing an important role in cinema. We have wonderful women directors like Mira Nair, Zoya Akhtar, Meghna Gulzar, Gauri Shinde to name few. The film industry in Mumbai itself produces nearly seven hundreds films a year. Next few decades of globalisation is sure to usher in enormous rise in the global presence of films from Mumbai with improvements in distribution in recent and enormously in recent times. Shooting films in foreign locations has raised revenue earnings on tourism account of the host countries, provided employment to foreign technicians and opened up business opportunities for film laboratories abroad.

Indian cinema has to face a stiff competition from satellite channels. The popularity of serials on the various channels in Hindi as well as regional channels give a tough competition to the cinematic world. Television industry in India is itself very big and we have actors and actresses too making their foray in it either at production level or are themselves anchoring or participating as judges. We have an example of KBC being anchored by Amitabh Bachchan. However multiplexes are new attractions for urban areas, and cinema theatres are once again running to full capacities, when good films are released. With globalisation we have actors and actresses working in Hollywood films. A.R.Rahman in the music field, Irfan Khan, Deepika Padukone, Priyanka Chopra to name some, have debuted there. Also we have former Miss Universe and Miss world entering Indian cinema. More and more Indian films are entering film festivals. We have actors and actresses participating in these festivals world wide. Indian film awards are being held on foreign shores. The most striking development in the cinematic world after globalisation has been the rise of films on new subjects. Also women have started playing an important role in cinema. We have wonderful women directors like Mira Nair, Zoya Akhtar, Meghna Gulzar, Gauri Shinde to name few. The film industry in Mumbai itself produces nearly seven hundreds films a year. Next few decades of globalisation is sure to usher in more path breaking path. A new middle class that have come to the forefront of Indian urban life after the economic liberalization. The film industry in Bombay is large, churning out a large range of films As India moves ahead into the next few decades of globalisation, there may be more path breaking trends in Indian cinema.
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